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Hello, again:
As we transition from Winter to Sprint it’s important to make adjustments with our health practices. Whereas we may have been exercising and working
out inside, mostly, we can now do more outside. In addition, we may need to do some cleansing of our systems from the not-so-healthy foods we ate during the
holidays and colder months. A liver flush would be in order and would be most effective if completed before the beginning of Spring. See my liver flush protocol in my May/June 2005 newsletter on my website: www.hands-of-health.com. You can also do juice or water fasts for 3 or 4 days, usually over the weekend. Paavo Airola had some very effective fasts that were brief. Do a search on his work. Norman Walker, the grandfather or godfather of juicing may have
some protocols, too. See what you can find.
One of the most important aspects of massage and healing work is BREATHING. I always emphasize breathing during a massage session right from the
start. It’s one of the first instructions I give you when I start your massage. Proper breathing means breathing into your diaphragm, not your chest. Breathing
into your chest only fills your lungs half way. The article for this issue of my newsletter explains proper breathing and its importance. I have this article printed out in my office but I thought it was important to publish it in my newsletter since it goes on my website as well as being distributed through email.

ABDOMINAL BREATHING

As always I provide this information for educational purposes, not as a replacement for medical treatments, and encourage you to do further research. I’ve
said it numerous times and I’ll say it again numerous times: health is the most important aspect of our lives and everything else follows suit. Put your health
first so you can do everything else. It’s about quality of life not quantity of life.
Until next time,
Stay healthy, stay well,

If you are not your own doctor, you are a fool. - Hippocrates

I Love Referrals!!!
Ask me about earning FREE GIFTS for referrals.
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